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A program for control system modeling, simulation, and
realization useable by the novice programmer was developed
for interactive use on a microcomputer. The program uses two
software packages; PL/1-60 from ligital Research and LBASE II
from Ashton Tate.
The paper covers a complete example for modeling and
simulation of a minimum time response ripple free controller
2
for a 1/S Plant. The program uses two sample rates, one for
modeling the computer and the other for modeling the plant.
Variable delays due to computer computation are includea and
corrected semi-transparent to the control designer.
This thesis covers two different fields of interest, one
for the experienced control system designer yet a novice
programmer, and the other for the novice control designee yet
an experienced computer programmer. Key programming concepts
include using a business database to automatically program a
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The intent of this thesis was to aevelcp a corrput^r
progran that an experience! controls engineer could use to
help him model, simulate, and realize control systens with
the convenien::e of a desiitop mi-:ro :'cnputer . The ::ontrol
engineer will not need to "be an experienced computer
programmer. In order to accomplish the above requi rem'":nts it
is necessary that the program be easy to use, effectively
requiring that the pro^:ram vrite the "omuuter cod'"- itself
with little help from the control designer. This is commonly
referred to as automatic programming. In order fcr t'rr
program to be a useable tool for the :ontrols dfsign'^jr the
system must also produce a good model of the Sj'Stem trat is
being designed. Obviously all control systems :annot :e
considered in this type of project. The a'^proach taAer in
this thesis was to use control systems that have error
sip^nals designed to be equal to zero or differ fror ze.co by a
constant. Other guidelines of this project incljde: I'r.e
equations must be simple difference equations, th^ system
must allow for calculation delays within tr.e oomputsr and
these delays must be corrected for automatically o" at least
allow for the possibility that the designer c-.n correct for
the delays, and the program must be able to model the pl::nt

between the sample perioas of the cor^puter which hasically
means there are two sample periods, one for the :;omputer and
one for the plant. Since the plant cannot oe programmed as
analog it must be discretized. Usin?^ a faster sample rate fcr
the plant allows simpler equations yet maintains a ^'ood
representation for the plant, i^ iditionall,/ , the program -lust
be able to model analog to digital and iic^ital tc analog
conversions. 4fter the model has leen designed and the
simulation run, the results that are available from the
program must be easy to use and easy to interpret by the
controls engineer. In order to meet all of these
requirements, most of the program development itself must be
transparent to the controls engineer. T-e approach taken >;as
for the control engineer to provide only equations, fun?"::on
names, and function relationships by proviaing tr.e names :'f
other functions used as inputs for ea^h equation.
5. ASSUMPTIONS ANI RECUIP.E^ENTS
The assumptions and requirements are seated below, "irs:.,
as mentioned above, the program must oe relatively e^Sj tc
use. The program, must have high precision math capability
since it was designed to be used with control 5vst'=.''S. Speed
of compiling and o-oeration was not considered critical at
this point since micropro .-essors are becominc-: snall?r a ad
faster which will solve any realization probl-^ms i'^ th^ ea;
future. A major consideration is tnat once ^he si~:Ulition5
have been run and the results are acceptable to the designer
I'Z

then the simulation equations should be easily converted into
realization equations. Basically this means the simulation
equations in the computer should be easily converted into
hardware equations that can be used to control a real plant.
In order to accomplish this tasic it was d-^cided that the
program must develop source code that could be compiled ty a
high level language compiler for either computer simulation
or hardware implementation. This approach makes the prrr-^am
transportable and hardware independent.
C. IMPLEMENTATION
This project was implemented entirely on microprocessor
based systems to show that it is feasiole ana practical to
use these small systems for major development. The present
system is slightly constrained due to the length of compile
time. All programs were developed using a ZQ^Z microDrocessc r;
however, the code is written in high level source languages
therefore the programs will also run on the simpler Si?S0
based microcomputers or on the more complex sixteen bit
microprocessors such as the S0£e.
The languages chosen were PL/1-50 from Ligital Research
oecause of the math and hariwai^e capabilities 'f the language
allowing for control of analog to digital and other -Droceeses
inside the computer, and EBA52 II from Ashton Tate vhi :h
allows easy and high level manipulation of databases and file
systems. One of the major points of this thesis is to
manipulate functions and functional relationshios as
11

databases. Once the relationships have been ieveloped, the
database program writes PL/1 source code from the database
information. The PL/1 source code is then compiled by the
PL/1 compiler and the simulation run on the resident
hardware.
The present programs and the test example in this report
provide simulation only and send the results in floating
point format to a disk file. The floating- point file can then
be converted to display the information in tabular or
graphical form such as shown at the back of this report. The
information can be displayed in a variety of forms such as on
display consoles, printers, plotters, or graphic terninals.
The real power for design is in the use of graphical
equipment to provide the control engineer vi th the entire
picture of the system under test. The Hewlet Packard 9672B
plotter and 2S47A graphics terminal and the Intercolor 8363
graphics terminal were used to snow that the data produced
was basically machine independent. The code can he compiled,
run, and displayed on a variety of different machines.

II. GENERAL EISCUS3I0N
A. CONTROL ENGINEER INFORMATION
The control system engineer does not need to know how the
computer programs work in order to use the systerr,. It is
assumed that the control engineer is a novice oror^rammer with
some knowledge of tne CP/M operating system and lirnited
background in program writing? however, it is assumed he is a
knowledgeable control designer. This means he is fairly well
versed in taking control systems and producing discrete
system equations from the continuous control equations. These
equations are designed and optimized by whatever means are
available either by hand or on a -mainframe compute:'.
(Microcomputers will scon be aole to io major system
development equations.) Once the equations are developed the
designer enters them into a microcomputer and fasts the
simulations. If the simulations are acceDtacle then it shoald
be an easy matter to convert the simulation code for the
controller design into development cede for a'^tual
implementation into hardware.
For ease of use the programs are menu driven and use
simple cursor arrows or commands for pointing at selections.
Additionally very basic information is needed such as the
name of functions and equations in a simple format the
computer can use. This procedure is accoi-ipl ishea by using the
< ?

database program which only allows a user to enter
information in very specific fields of very specific type.
The type of information required from the designer is to add
or delete equations, to change initial conditions, and to
provide function names.
There is an initial learning curve with this program but
an attempt has been made to keep it as short as possicle.
There are some peculiarities put in as a requirement to ma^e
interfacing between the human ana the computer possible. Some
examples include names such as INPUT:A or INPUTrl that
indicate which function the designer is talking accut to the
computer. As an example INFUT:A will associate a function in
the computer with the function name the designer has selected
such as INPUT :A = Un . Another very abstract nam= is AlP2r.
The user is expected to enter either 1 if he wants the
PRESENT value of the function named under INPUT :A or 2 i :" he
wants the EELAYEE value of the function named under INPUT:A.
If the designer will be using both the present and past
values then enter 1 to get the present value and the "t)ast
value will also be available. The strange renuiremer.t for
A1P2D is provided only to allow much faster programs when th-
code is implemented in hardware and the designer only needs
past or delayed values of a function. Two other codes ar? TAP
and lAE for INPUT A PRESENT and INPUT A EELAYEE. These two
codes are provided to keep the equations needed for the
functions short. Another variable is "o" which is usea to
14

define the delayed or previous time sample of the functions
own OUTPUT. There are similar definitions for up to five
inputs INPUT:A through INPUT:E for each function. A function
can be defined in three ways; "y" means the function is an
equation that the computer finds a register to hold the
result in, "Ar(x)" means the value is to be placed in one of
eight analog to digital registers, and "EA(x)" means the
value is to be placed in one of eight digital to analog
registers. An example equation and simple l;lock liagra^ is
shown in Figure 1.
Other variables used include 't" for the discrete sample
period and "Tl" for the sample period of the plant. If the
value of T is normalized and Tl has the same value as T then
the programs will run faster in the realization of the code
since these values effectively disappear from the equations.
It should be noted that all functions are done in floating
point so the simpler the equations the faster the cede. The
example problem at the end of this paper normalizes T but
still includes it in the equations to show how it could show
up in the function. Finally the designer is allowed to
specify end criteria and intervals for calculating the plant
relative to the computer itself.
After the designer has entered the equations into the
database and is satisfied that all function relationships are
correct then all that is required is to enter the correct







Assume by previous definition that INPUT:A = X, If^PUTtB = Y.
FUNCNAME = Dz , and the below equation is desired:
D(k) = X(lc) - (2 * X(k-l)) + Y(k) - (0.b * D(k-l))
Making substitutions:
F = Ez = r{k), lAf = X = X(k), IAD = X(k-l), IBP = I = Y(k),
and = OUTPUT DELAYED = D(k-l) leads to the equation
F = lAP - (2 * IAD) + IBP - (0.5 * 0)
Notice that the above function only has two inputs, X ano Y
Figure 1
Simple Difference Equation remonstrating System Variables
16

will now write the necessary source code from the database
and subsequently invoke the PL/1 compiler which will turn the
code into a program that will run on any of the previously
discussed CP/M based systems. The executable file produced is
called ANSWER.COM and is run on a CP/M based system by typing
"answer" in response to the operating system input prompt,
luring program ANSWER.COM execution the results will be sent
to a floating point file called LATA.i'LT. Also, while the
program is running the intermediate results are printed on
the display device for program troubleshooting should the
results not be as expected. The file EATA.ELT is not
printable; however, an example utility program called
PRINT. PLI is provided that changes the floating point file
into a printable text file. This program is executed by
typing PRINT FILE where FILE is the name of the designer
provided text file the designer wants the results placed
into. With further programming development the floating point
data can be converted into any format needed by different
devices such as plotters as shown by the plot results in
Appendix C
.
The information for understanding the database proi^ram
operation is provided in Chapter V. This section is not
necessary for understanding at the design level but it does
explain variables that will be needed in equation
development. Additionally the example problem will be helpful
to the design engineer, .vhen the designer is ready to use the
17

program all that is needed is to enter LEASE MENU to the
CP/M operating system prompt. As previously stated the
designer will need some familiarity with CP/M before the
program can be of use.
B. PROGRAMMER INFORMATION
This section covers the experience necessary for program
maintenance and further developme^it . These profeTams would be
worked on and coded by an individual that has a general
control system background; however, he must have substantial
experience with computer programming. The type of computer
experience needed pertains to operating systems , event
counters, and automatic programming. The programmer must have
a good knowledge of both PL/1-30 and lEASi: II. Additionally
it would be necessary to know microcomputer hardware
implementations such as analog to digital converters and
sample and holds. These devices are simulatea in the computer
programs but further useful extensions would involve
implementing the code into realized hardware. The information
required for the programmer to understand the programs Is
contained in the remainder of this tnesis. The majority of
this thesis is the computer code required to implETieni a




"^.ajor problems encountered in tnis thesis had to do 'with
programming and efficiency. The major prohlem is that there
is no one programming language that contains all the features
necessary to implement the entire project. LBASZ II was
chosen because of the relational database characteristics
even though it has very limited math or hardware
capabilities. The requirements for reasonable math is the
reason PL/l-30 was chosen and though some database systems
are available for PL/1 they do not have all the features of
IEAS2 II. A. major aeficiency of IBASE II is tr.at it will not
allow the printing of a se;ricolon. The serricolon is
considered a command character in IBASE II and therefore
reserved. This can be considered a major bug for a database
system, especially one that was designed for business
applications. It is foolish to relieve business will not want
to include a semicolon someplace in one of their
transactions. Ashton Tate was notified and they replied it
was not worth trying to fix. This presents a problem since
the database program was used to write the source code in
PL/1 and PL/1 requires a semicolon at the end of every
statement. The problem was wor'K-ed eround by having IBASS II
write a backslash every place a semicolon was needed in the
FL/1 source text. \ext a PL/1 preprocessor :alled' RLFCRI^.PLI

was used to change all backslashes to semicolons prior to
invoking the PL/1 compiler. This takes a large amount of the
compile time which could have been easily corrected by a
reasonable response from Ashton Tate. PL/1 also has some
problems; however, Eigital Research was more than bappy to
try to overcome deficiencies. There are several problems in
their floating point routines due mainly to jonversion :^ules
which can .-:ause strange effects in the results, f-'ost floating
point functions such as the exponential function tend to
convert the arguments to fixed before calculation and this in
effect truncates the arguments. As an example if one desires
to raise an exponent to a power and that power is a function
such as X/Y then both X and Y and the result get truncaiei.
If X/Y is a fraction less than 1.0 tbe effect is to truncate
the result to £.0 and tne result oi tne exponent to a
fractional power always ends up equal to i.e. The way around
this problem is to convert X and Y to GH\fiACTERS before doing
the division. This is only part (f the problem. Even if X and
Y origionally were floating point and were convertea to
characters tne result of the exponent evaluation is *^'ixed
decimal. Now this result must je converted by anctner
function called ?TC in order to get the result back to t :.e
system in floating point. An example of this shows ud in the
r^OiMITOR.PLI program for the function called. C7. This does
cause some limitation on the type of equations that the
designer can use without knowing some peculiarities of the
20

designer can use without knowing sone peculiarities of the
system.
For the salce of program efficiency, as far as development
feoes, all variables or functions the designer uses are
considered floating point. This makes programming easier with
higher precision; however,, the code takes longer to execute
even though the execution time was not considered critical in
this implementation. Using floating point for all functioas
introduces some inaccurate realizations when aealin^' with
analog to digital and digital to analog converters. This is
not a major problem since these devices will have greater
accuracy in the future or the devices can be modeled aiore
accurately in future designs.
All results presently produced by this system are placed
on floppy disks inside the computer. Writing to the disk and
displaying the results on a terminal are an obvious slowdown
in system operation. These inefficiencies do not show up in a
realization of the control system since the controller will
be self contained computer code communicating only with tne
converters. Additionally the code will be faster since it
will not be necessary to simulate the plant.
Presently the realization of the code is not imple'^en ted .
The software code needed for conv^^rters and the actual
monitor needed for the realizeo hardware is net develoT,ed.
This is not a major problem and should be relatively straight
forward for a computer programmer with general haraware
21

exuerience. The actual control proeram will be identical and
will only need to link into the new converter programs. In
addition the simulation display is not fully implemented. To
make this project a powerful tool the simulation results
should be presented in graphical form to the designer similar
to the plots at the end of this raper. If properly displayed,
when the designer changes one part of the system all effects
throughout the system should be dynamically evident. The
advantages of a completely containei hardware, software and
display system are obvious.
The time required to compile the pro<£,ram5 is definitely a
function of the computer hardware. Most newer ZSZ based
single user systems can compile the code in about fifteen
minutes. 3080 based systems, older Z80 based systems, and
multiuser systems that snare the central processor will
require up to thirty minutes to compile. Recall the "o-npile
time is not critical as mentioned earlier ana the realization
code will run in the order of milliseconds. As a final note
the programs would run much faster if only one langvatie and
no preprocessor were needed.
Another area that requires discussion is the tr.eorv
involved in the design of the correction factor. levelopnent
of a general prediction factor due to delays caused by
conversions and computer calculations is covered ve'^y briefly
in this paper. The practical results of a predictor that is
used with the example problem is shewn in the graphs at the
C£L

end of this paper? however, how the results were obtainei and
what they really mean is not fully investigated. Hnpefullyv
this will he pursued and discussed in a following paper. T^e
predictor is more a control engineers problem and needs to te
investigated extensively to determine the optimum predictor





After a careful investigation of the types of protlerns
encountered with various hardware and software interfaces, it
becomes very evident that a sixteen "bit cr larger
microprocessor that offers high speed calculation integrated
into a complete graphic and plotting machine will "be a
definite boost to the realization of future work.
Additionally a math processor integrated circuit that can
operate concurrently with the central processor will be of
invaluable importance. Once you place these hardware items
along with good converter circuits into one unit it will no
longer be necessary to simulate in one machine and realize in
another. Once the simulation code works all that will be
needed will be to specify executing the realization code on
the same machine if connectors are available on the fnachine
for communicating with the plant. Once the system oDerates
correctly the hardware woula be reduced to a smaller special
purpose system; however, the power of using a microprocessor
for the controller cannot be overlooked. If one proviaes the
capability of a full blown microcomputer in the control loop
even though all processes are not needed, the system could be
sent to a distant changing environment and if the control
equations needed to be changea due to unforseen circumstances
it could be done remotely. Ey using the above method it would
24

be possible to reconfigure and realize a lew system
dynamically which cannot be done by a physical one time
hardware implementation.
Another requirement is the software system needed for
this type of development. The problems of integrating; two
completely different software packages is evident in this
paper. An ideal software package would be a scientific
relational database that has the capaoility to control the
computer hardware and provide sell modifying code or
automatic programming for it's own operating system. This
type of language would make the programming mere efficient,
ease the implementation, and provide a friendlier environmeni
for future expansion. This type of software package is
realizable under the new concurrent languages being developed
such as ALA (product of the Lepartment of Lefence). ATA has
not been proven to work in microcomputers since it is such an
extensive language; however, several companies are showini^ it
to be feasible in the newer computers such as the 68000
microprocessor from Motorola. The 6S000 is a thirty tw ) bit
processor with a sixteen bit external ous . Motorola is
presently designing a version of the 6&'d0<3 to aave a thirty
two bit external bus.
It is recommended that future systems contain processors
such as the 68000 and math processors such as Intel's Q'ZS7 or
similar math processors from other companies such as Tex:as
Instruments. Additionally high speed high precision andlo^ to

digital and digital to analog converters should be used. The
type of converters used should contain their own multiple
input sample and hold circuits. This would insure capturing,
all inputs at the same time (versus time multiplexing) making




V- ^^SCRIPTION 01 DATABASE ALGORITHM
A. GENERAL DISCU53ICN (Refer to Appendix A)
This section covers how the database turns the functions
into PL/1-80 code. It covers each suoroutine and there a rp
hints on how the control designer uses the s.ystern. The
easiest way for the control designer to use this thesis is to
"briefly read this material, go throur.h the example problem.
and then proceed directly into the program. In general a
database is a program that contains related information,
i^ornally these Drograms are used in business applications
Inhere it is iesired to keep track: of an individuals name,
address, or account information; however, databases can be
used to store other information. In this program
implementation the database contains the function name, the
type of function such as an analog function, names of other
functions that are used by this function as inputs. the
equations for the functions, the relationship between
functions, and if the function will be saved for later recall
and plotting.
The program has the ability to develop new or r-^call old
system models that have been previously aevelojed. ra-^e the
program is entered the model can be changed by aiding or
deleting, transfer functions, change ^^ela t i onships , or change
the equations, additionally the models initial conditions can

be changed. If only the initial conditions are changed the
program will compile much faster since each function will not
need to he recompiled. After the system model is developed
the database proceeds to write PL/1 "include" files that are
later included into standard PL/1 modules developed for this
project .
The features of the LEASE II program are the high level
relational database language and the ability of the pro^,ram
to write text files onto floppy disk. The disadvantages
include a limited math capability and it does not provid- the
ability to interface with the microcomputer hardware. A
severe drawback in the program is that it cannot produce a
semicolon in any of the text files tnat it writes.
B. LEVEL #1 (MAJOR SUBROUTINES AiML PROCEDURES)
1. M^ij!UiCy,L - initial menu selection
a. Initializes all variables and the database.
b. Enters a CASE statement to select a new problem,
old problem, save the present problem, display present
function names, change only the initial conditiotis of the
present problem, or quit the pro^jram.
c. See Figures 15A and 15B in Append! c A.
2. C[jENU_iCMt - second level menu selection
a. Develops the control model database.
b. Enters a CASE statement to edit, add, delete,






See Figures ISA and 16B in Appendix A.
3. CONTROL^Cr^r - database control program
a. Calls procedures LCLr^ON.CME, FHOG.Chr, DATA.:^^^,
and FCRM.CME that develop the PL/1 "include" source code.




^^li\10^±Q.^l. - monitor declaration program
a. develops LCLi\ON.TXT for the MONITOR. PLI program.
b. Calls MONLCL.C^^^.
c. ^ONrCUCML - develops AA.TXT, AE.TXT, ID. TXT, and
EA.TXT include functions for ^CNITOR.FLI.
S- IBQQ.i2^£ - Eevelops ECLFUN.XXX, INPUT. XXX, FUNC.XXX,
and OUT. XXX for each function developed b/ the control
engineer to be used in the appropriate function AA.FLI,
AL.PLI, BD.PLI. or rA.PLI.
'^»
'^LlL^^-.l. ~ (iata declaration procedu^-e
a. levelops EATAINFO.TXT to be used ii PRINT. ?LI
b. lATAlNFCTXT contains valuaole forr-,at information
pertaining to the lATA.FLT file.
c. Calls EATAl.Cr^r - additional data format file
^* IQ^LiiC^^r - PL/1 command execution progr.^m
a. leveloDS submit file JOPM.SUP used to control the
order of PL/1 program compiling.
b. Issues commands to reformat files containing a
backslash into files with a semicolon.

c. Calls ECLFUN.GMI - function name setup for RtFORi^
d. Calls KEFORM.CMD - general format for PL/1
compiling.
9. SHORT^CMD - short compile program
a. revelops initial conditions for ICLMON.TXT and
MONITOR. PLI
.
b. Issues commands to control the compiling of only
MONITOR. PLI by developing a submit file SfORM.CMI.
c. Calls SFORM.CME - short format for PL/1 compiling
similar to FORM. SUB called SFORM.SUE.
C. LEVEL #2 (PROGRAM DESCRIPTION)
Since the majority of the code is in higher level
languages, and is designed in modules, it is already ir
algorithmic form. It is assumed that the individual needing
to understand the code will be familiar with references 1
through 4; therefore, an extensive discussion of the computer
code will not be provided. The example problem will cover all
the features of the program.
The basic structure of the database includes a memory
file that contains the value of initial variables and a
database file that contains the functions and their
relationships to each other. The entire database program is
involved with manipulating and recalling ini orn-,at ion from the
two aoove mentioned files.
The initial memory file is shown in Figure 2 and is
contained in file INIT.MEM. This file is providea so that
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initial variables called will not produce errors in the
database program. The main variables of concern are:
1. T - discrete sample period,
2. Tl - analog sample period,
3. PLiMIT - end criteria for the digital simulation,
^' ALIlJlI " number of analog samples for each digital
sample.
5. 52LAY - delays due to calculation and conversion
expressed as the number of analog counts after the sample
period T.
Unseen system variables include:
1. A.CTI_ON - users next menu selection,
2. PARAM - holds database program name,
3. CN - test variable,
4. FN - test variable,
5. TEMPOUT - temporary variaole,
6. ELEMENTS - data array position for a variable.
7. IND - index counter,
8. FUN - string of characters that is used to uniquely
define a function filetyDe,
9» MI4i ~ number of data array elements saved.
The basic structure for all functions is shown in Figure
3 and is contained in file INIT.LBF. The initial values of
the database are shown at the bottom of the Figure 3. The
only items the control designer sees are listed under the







T (N) 1 .000










Variables Used for Initialization
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STRUCTURE FOR FILE: INIT.EBF
NUMBER OF RECORLS : 00001
DATE OF LAST UPDATE: 00/00/00
PRIMARY USE DATABASE
FLD NAME TYPE WIDTH DEC
001 FUNCNAME C 008
002 FUNCTYPE C 002
003 NR:INPUTS C 001
004 INPUT:A C 008
005 A1P2L C 001
006 INPUT :B C 008
007 B1P2L c 001
00S INPUT :C c 008
009 C1F2L c 001
010 INPUT:D c 003
011 D1P2L c 001
012 INPUT:E c 008
013 E1P2D c 001
014 FK N 008 004
015 FXI N 008 004
016 EQUATION c 030
017 SAVELATA L 001
018 DATANAME C 005
* Below is a list of the values used in the initialization






















variables under NAME of the correct type ana size specified.
The definitions for the variables are given 'below:
!• iyiiQ.^4!^! " function name used to identify this
function initialized to "NEW fUNC".
2. FUNCTYPE - describes this function's type as;
a. AA - analog,





d. DA - digital to analog.
3. NRilNPUTS - This is the number of other functioas
this function uses for inputs. AL(x) and LA(x) registers dre
not counted as functions.
4. INPUT^A - This is a variable for name of function
used as an input and is shown at tne bottom of Figure 3 as
"one". This value is referred to in the equations as lA? or
lAL for INPUT A PRESiNT or INPUT A DELAYEE.
^* A1P2D - This is a code to tell tne computer the
designer is talking; about the "A input and he wants either a
"l" for the PRESENT value or "2" for the LELIYEI value.
Entering a "l" will make be th the present and aelayed values
available but the program will run slower than if only the
delayed value is needed.
6. INPUTiB - This variable is identical to 4 aiove
except tnis is tne "B" input and has an initial name of TvO"
as shown at the bottom of Figure 3. INPUTcC, INPUT:!, and

INPUT:E are the same as above which allows for up to five
inputs .
'^' llf2E - This variable is the same as 5 above except
it is for the '"b" input function. C1P2E, D1P2D, and E1P2L all
have the same function except they are used with their
respective inputs.
8. ?K - This function is the present value of the
function named under FUNCNAME above.
S» I!^£ "• this is the delayed or previous sample period
value of the function named in FUNCNAME '.ie.FK delayed).
10. EQUATION - this is the equation for the function
named in FUNCNAME above. The equation takes three forms I
F = this is a function,
AE(x) = value for an analog to digital,
DA(x) = value for a digital ti' analog.
H* SAVELATA - logical value indicating if the user wants
to save the value of this function for tabulation.
12. DATANAME - if it is decidea to save the function then
what type function is it»
F - the function itself,
AL(x) - one of the eight analogj to digital,
LA(x) - one of the eight digital to analcg.
It should be noted that functions are of three types. If
the computer finds a location for the function or it is not
hardware dependent then the function is described as " ?' . If
the function is one of the other two types "al(x) or " Ih x)"

then they represent physical fixed registers within the
computer. If the latter two types are used as arguments in an
equation they are not listed as inputs under NR:INPUTS for
the function. Since they are physical registers they are
called by their name (ie. AE(5)) and not by lAP or lAE.
D. LOGICAL 5TRUCTUE2
The logical structure discussed will be a general outline
of program flow. A complete discussion is covered in the
example problem. Initially the control designer enters the
program by responding "IBASE t^^ENU" to the CP/M operating
system prompt. This will place the program unaer control nf
MENU.CME which initializes the program and enters a CASE
statement that provides a menu selection shown in Figure 15A.
At this point the designer usually starts a new -oroblem or
recalls an old problem that modifications will be r-ade to.
Notice that in order to save a problem the user must select
from this menu option. In general the next choice of the
designer is to enter the modification phase either selecting
to change only the initial conditions of an old problem or
selecting to make major changes. If major or new changes are
chosen the program transfers control to C^'ENU.Cr^iD whe'^e the
designer is allowed to change the function database by menu
selections shown in Figure 16A. The choices are controlled by
the CASE statement in C^'ENU.ChE . Most selections are single
command entries followed by a "RET'JRN" from the keyboard.
Some commands will operate without a "RETURN" especially if

the user has exceeded a field in one of the database records.
The fields are marked on the display with a ":" at each end
of the field. On some terminals the arrow keys may not always
work for positioning the cursor in a field desired. In this
case use "CTRL e" (control key pressed at the same time as
the "e" key) to move the cursor up a field. Use "CTRL X to
move down a field and "CTRL C" to move down a complete
reco rd
.
Once the user is sure the database contains all correct'
functions and relationships he should return to the KAIN
program" if he wants to save the information otherwise any
changes will be lost during compiling. The program could be
improved by adding a question in the CONTROL. CME procedure
asking the user if he wants to save the information before
compiling. It takes more than fifteen minutes to compile the
program so a few extra minutes checking for correctness
before compiling can be well worth the effort.
Once the option to compile the program is taken, .control
passes to CONTROL. CML. This is t be main control procedure
that causes the automatic programming oy calling' all
necessary procedures required to write the PL/ 1 source code
from the database. A complete discussion of this procedure is
contained in the example problem. After the PL/1 source .ode
is written, a control program is written on how to -;ompile
the PL/1 code. Finally the database transfers control to the
control program it just wrote, callea FORM. SUB, by exiting
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the database and submittinei FORM, SUB to the CV/^ operating




VI. lESCRIPTION CF PL/1 ALGORITit:!
A. GENERAL CISCUSSION (Refer to Appendix E)
This section describes the PL/1 profe°rams and how they
interact to provide simulation of a computer controller for
an analog plant. There are five basic procedures consisting
of a monitor that insures all functions are calculate! at
least once during each sample period of the corrputer, an
analog proceaure for describing analog calculations. a
digital to analog procedure and analog to digital proceiure
for describing conversions, ana a ai^-ital procedure for
describing computer calculations. There is only one monitor
but there are as many of the other procedures as needed to
describe the entire system model for each function. As an
example if there are two analog to digital equations in tne
problem then there would be two analog to digital procedures,
one for each equation. The example problem will demonstrate
the function relationships. The basic procedures require
information for each function and that is nrovided by the
control engineer through the database program in the fo'.-^i of
include files. Once the program is ready and compiled
automatically by the database program a result file called
ANSWER. CO^ is produced. The problem is run by typing- "AN'jilvER"
to the GP/M operating system prompt. As the program is
running intermediate results are displayed on the disi-lay

device for troubleshooting should the results not be as
expected* After the program runs it produces a file DATA.FLT
containing floating point data. This file can be translated
into a text file by typing PRINT FILE where FILE is a name of
a file provided by the user that he wants the results placed
into .
PL/1 was chosen as the operating systen language because
of several features. First it is a common nigh level langi^age
that is transportable to many of the present microcomputers.
The intent of this project was to ^^eev the pr»")i5;rams as
machine independent as possible and using FL/1 source code is
a good way to do this. PL/1 also bas very good math
capabilities. Since the type of problems being solved are
engineering in nature it was necessary to have a hifih level
math language. Additionally, the aoility for PL/1 to
communicate with the computer har^.ware is a definite asset if
the programs are to be realized iito hardware. Several other
languages were looked at such as PASCAL but PASCAL does not
have the ability to talk: to the i.ardware. The 'C' language
was also looked at but it lacks the math capability. ks
stated in Chapter IV.; hopefully, ADA will cverccme all the
difficulties by combining all the needed features into one
language
.
PL/1-50 has some problems. There is a definite Lroolem
with conversion factors as was dis':ussed in Chapter III. The
main nroblems have to do with conversions between floating
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point and other forms. The original approach was to use only
floating point values and therefore not need conve^'s ioas hut
it was later discovered that several functions do conversions
regardless of starting and ending types. This is a prcclerr
and cannot he overlooked hy the designer if he has problems
with results. If equations requiring complex functions are
used the designer will need to Ge-:ome familiar with ^-L/l.
I, LEVEL #1 (^^AJOH S'JIRCUTIMES AMD PP.OCEI'J.RIS )
1. i^ONITOR.PLI - main control loop program
a. Causes iteration of all functions.
b. Insures all functions are callei in proper order.
c. Saves data for later display and analysis.
2. AA.PLI - basic format for all anilog functions
a. Calls all functions nsed as inputs.
b. Calculates and returns it's own present or !?ast
values to all functions that call it.
c. Insures synchronization of calculations with the
system clocks through event counts.
^* AE_.?LI - basic format for all analog tc dic-ltal
functions and performs iaenticai functions to those shown in
2a, 2b, and 2c above.
^' ^£iZLi " l^^sic format for all digital functions and
performs identical functions to those shewn in 2 above.
-• IL^V^L - hasic format for all digital to analog
functions and performs identical functions to those above.
4:1

6. REFOE^iEl;! " corrects' all improperly formed PL/1
"include" files by changing the backslash produced by the
BLASE II urogram into semicolons.
'^
• EEINTiPLI - utility program showing how to convert the
floating point file BATA.FLT produced by the main program
into a different printable text file for display on the
system display.
C. LEVEL #2 (PROGRAM LESCRIPTION)
Since the majority of the code is in higher level
languages, and is designed in modules, it is already in
algorithmic form. It is assumed that the individual needing
to understand the code will be familiar with references 1
through 4; therefore, an extensive discussion of the computer
code will not be provided. The example problem will cover all
the features of the program.
The basic structure of the program uses a monitor that
sequentially calls all functions within the computer once
during each digital clock:. The system clock is used as an
event counter to provide synchronization for each function.
The functions are developed by the control engineer through
the database program and each functional relationship
indicating which functions call each other must be Dror^erly
provided. This is taken care of when the designer states
which functions are inputs to each other. A function can have
its output connected to any number of functions but a
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function can only have five inputs not counting analog to
digital, digital to analog, and it's own delayed output. The
function definition allows for very complex multiple
input/output relationships within any single equation. A
method for correcting for computation and other delays is
provided in the correction factor CF in the monitor. This is
a factor provided for the example problem; however, it is
felt that this equation will work for any control system of
the type requiring a steady state error signal of zero. The
Cf is provided but tdn be eliminated simply by not
referencing it in any cf the equations. The programs provided
are for simulation only but should be easily realize'^ into
control hardware since the design equations will not change.
I. LOGICAL STRUCTURE
The program contains a number of procedures that are
basic to all problems. These were discussed above.
Additionally each problem has uniuue features that are
provided by the control designer through the database
programs. These features are coaed into PL/1 "include" files
and read in at compile time. Cnce the programs are coded all
information as to which functions are connected to^:ether will
be provided. The T.onitor is a CO VHIL2 LOOP that calls all
analog to digital and digital functions once each count cf
the clock. At each count of the digital clock ( DCLOGK ; any
called function will perform it's own equation evaluation if
it has not already been calculated during this cIock and

return the correct value to the invoking function. When the
monitor calls a function it does not use the value returned.
Additionally there is a DO WHILE LOCP inside the main monitor
loop used to call the analo,^ functions the number of times
specified oy the designer to occur between each digital
sanple period. This is the analog clock ( ACLOCK ). Also
during the analog clock when the ACLOCK is equal to the DiLAY
specified by the designer the digital to analog function is
invoked. When a function is invoked, the first thing that it
does is check to see if it has any inputs. If there are any
inputs then the input functions are called to insure they are
the correct value before the equation is calculated. Even
though the monitor is a sequential process invoking ea'?h
function, once a function is called it will invoke all of the
input functions needed for equation calculation. Some
functions could be called man/ times luring each clock
depending on how many other functions use it's output. Once
each LCLOCK the monitor outputs values that have been
requested by the designer to save into a file.
The first procedures called by the monitor are all
digital to analog functions located in a file written by the
database program called ""id.txt". The functions take the form
dummy_ptr = ?UNCTION_NAMS where ?UNCT IOM_i\AMS is the name of
the function and the file yUNCTION_^'AME contains the
necessary information to represent the function. The example
problem has a more detailed discussion. The first thing the
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digital to analog functions do is call the analog functions
that 'are used as inputs. If these analog functions have other
analog inputs they call their inputs before calculating their
output results. This process will continue until the analog
functions have no inputs or their inputs come from a digital
to analog register that will contain a value for a correct
point in time. Similar processes occur for files "dd.txt",
"da.txt", and "aa.txt" representing digital, digital to
analog, and analog functions respectively. The crder of
calling is controlled initially by the monitor and is
extremely important for all processes to obtain the correct
results. Eirect coding of the processes would be much more
efficient but it must be remembered that tnese processes must
work no matter how* the designer initially defined the
problem. This method of problem solution has merits even for
the experienced programmer. Even though the code is longer
than direct programming this type of problem will typically
require one or two hundred files introducing the possibility
for syntax and other programming errors.
The four main functions aa.pli, ad.pli, dd.pli, and
da.pli all have the same general structure. rasically the
function is jailed by the monitor or another function, the
function calls any inputs, and then retux^ns the correct value
of the equation at the time the equation was invoked. This
arrangement places a process on the stack through the FL /l
calling routine until all inputs are available eliminating
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the need for developing a special process manager. Using this
approach makes the programs easily adapted to concurrent
processors and languages such as AEA. The conversion routines
ad.pli and da.pli do not have a provision for using their
delayed values since they would not he available in real
hardware. This forces a true representation of the hardware
and makes the designer provide intermediate holding functions
if delayed values are needed. Additionally the actual cc^e
for hardware will he easier to implement at a later date . The
other functions dd.pli and aa.pli have provision to return a
previously calculated value if only the delayed value is
desired. This allows the code to run much faster and provides
more powerful equations within a single function. All four
processes al'low for up to five function inputs and the
procedure knows how to call those inputs hy using the
variable "nr_inputs" to determine to which label in the
function to jump. Easically all functions the designer
implements are written into one of the above four procedures.
As an example if the designer specifies a digital function
called DIGIT, the database will write the include files and
then compile the dd.pli procedure into a file II.REL. Next
the compiled file ED.KSL will be copiea into LIGIT.REL wni?h
will now contain all the necessary inf orrr.ation for the
function EIGIT. Additionally the necessary information 5uch
as the name LIGIT will be included into the rr.onitor so that
it knows to call the function once each clock period.
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Before any of the PL/1 programs can be compiled, all the
text files written by TBASE II that contain a backslash must
be converted to semicolons. This is accomplished by the
procedure REFORM. PLI. This is a simple program that reads in
a file, translates the character, and outputs to a new file.
The files reading from and too are controlled ty the submit
files FORM. SUB or SF0RM.3UB written by the EEASE II program.
The programs compile into a program called ^ .\S')i/ER .COf^
under the control of the database program. ANSV.ER .COi'^ is the
file needed to run the problem. The designer only needs to
place this file on a CP/M based system ana type AivSvvSf! in
response to the operating system prompt. This vvill run the
program and send the intermediate results to the display and
send the floating point data into a file called DATA.FLT.
Once the program has been run it may be desirea to nlace
the floating point data into a different form for display and
analysis. This project can be greatly improvea oy providing
the results on a graphical display device. Both tar>ular and
graphical results are supplied at the end of this paper and
the reader can determine for himself which is the best
method. One utility program provided is called PRINT PLI.
This program reads in the floating point data ty using the
information contained in the file DATAINFC.TXT as to how the
data was stored and then sends the information into a text






This part of the paper will make reference to all
aspects of the project and provides the easiest method for
understanding the entire paper. It should be noted that the
descriptions as to how the data is entered and displayed is
somewhat misrepresented since the entire project was designed
for an interactive environment. The actual data entry at
runtime is much more formal with data fields that allow only
specific entry in specific areas of very specific t'ype . This
is not a constraint but an aid. ks an example if the user is
to replay if he wants to save the function results he can
only answer with "T , F, Y, or n" for "true, false, yes, or
no". The answers can ^e in upper or lower case ^nd i-^ an
improper input is made such as "?" the computer will BEEP and
wait for a correct response. Additionally some information is
supplied in reverse video or highlighted. In the event that a
color system is used such as the INTERCOLOH the information
will be in different colors. The only way to fully appreciate
the aids for the designer is to run the program. In order to
provide a realistic test for this program the sample problem
will include a plant that is at the limit of stability and is
initially designed to be controlled by a bang bang
controller. The process will include a control loop that

feeds back on itself which provides a definite headache to
computer pro^ramrrers because of the synchronization problems.
B. fhOkLKM SKTUP
2
Assume we have a continuous 1/3 plant and it is desired
to produce a minimum time response ripple free controller
L(k) for a unit step input. Referring to Figure 4A below,
L(k) is the computer transfer function, T is the sample rate
of the input, L is the delay from input sample at time T to
output sample including all computation and conversion
delays, and the clamp is included since the computer output
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very short conversion delay compared to all other delays in
the digital system, the output of the clamp is fcr all
practical purposes the same as the input to the clamp. This
has heen demonstrated by many authors [Eef. 5]. The next
initial assumption will be to ignore any delays due to
conversions and calculations in the computer (ie set I = 0).
This will allow for simple design equations yet the ^ross
error in reasoning will "be easily corrected for later. ' It
should be noted that most control systems ignore the delays
due to computer computation since the delays are usually
insignificant compared to the sample rate. )
By letting X2(t) = the Dlan t ,output , Xl(t) = d/dt[X2^t^].
and letting the input to the plant be E2 ( t ) by ignoring the
effects of the clamp and computation delay, a set of discrete
difference equations can be developed describing the plant at
the sample instances T. These equations have been developed
in the past by many authors [Ref. 6] and are shown bel.-v in
discrete form:
Xl(k+1) = Xl(k) + T * E2(k) (1)
X2(k + 1) = T - XKi) + X2(k) - [ ( T =;= T ) / 2] * 12U] (2)
where
;
d/dt[Xl(t)] evaluates to Xl(k+1)
d/dt[X2(t)j evaluates to X2(k+1)
Now the next task is to control the plant described by
the equations in 1 and 2 above according to the design
requirements for a minimum lime response ripple free

controller. Since this is a second order system it will take
two time periods to obtain control. Assume the initial state
vector equals zero ( ie . X1(0) = X2(0) = 0). Since we want the
second time state with Xl(2) = or no ripple and X2(2) = 1,
the input unit step, this leads to the set of equations below
after some manipulation:
Xl(2)=T=^i2(0)+T*Z2(l)=0 (3^
X2(2) = [3*(T * T)/2]*E2(0) + [(T * T)/2]*S2(1) = 1 (4)
Solving equations 3 and i above simultaneously leads to •
52(0) = 1/(T - T) (5)
S2(l) = - 1/(T * T) (6)
By definition of the Z transform, equations 5 and t and
the fact that the desired output requires E2(k) = for k > 1
leads to:
-1
E2(z) = 1/(T * T) - [1/(T - T)]z (7)
Now to find the Z transform of El(k) we start with the
problem definition of zero initial conditions ^.nd a unit step
input.
At k =
S1(0) = U(0) - X2(0)
= 1 -0=1
At k = 1
Sl(l) = U(l) - X2(l)
=1 - [(T * T)/2] * E2(0)
=1 - [(T * T)/2] - l/fT - T)
=1 - 0.5 = 0.5
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At k = 2
El(2) = U(2) - X2(2)
= 1 - 1 =0
For K > 1 El(k) =
The above set of equations leads to the Z transfer'^:
-1
El(z) = 1 + 0.5z (8)
Since r(2) = S2 ( z ) / El( z ) , the algorithm for the
computer, we can now take the ratio of equations 7 and 8 and
cross multiply then transform to find the difference
equations needed.
-1 -1
[l + 0.5z ]*E2(z) = [l/(T * T)] * [l - z ]*Sl(z) (5)
E2(k) + 0.5*E2(k-l) = [1/(T * T)]^[Sl(k) - El(k-l)] '10)
E2(k) = - 0.5*E2(k-l) + [1/(T ^ T )]'-'' [El ( k ) -El( k-1) ] '11)
Equation 11 is the one used for the computer simulation
and shown in Figure 4:E along with the rest of the model.
Since it is not allowed to use subscripted or arrays for
variable names in this program implementation the follnwing
changes have been made in Figure iS for variables in
equations 1, 2, and 11:
EK = El(k)




E2(k-i) referenced as the delayed value of E2K or "o in
the function E2K
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Xl(lc-l) referenced as the delayed value of XIN or "o" in
the function XIN and lAI in function X2N1.
X2N1 = X2(k) or X2(n) if n different from \
X2(k-1) referenced as the delayed value of X2(k) or "o"
in the function X2N1 and lAI in function AD2.
UN = U(t)
Tl = [T * i] / j
In the initial design the sample rate of the digital
system T and the sample rate of the analog system at discrete
points Tl were considered the same( ie. i = j). The only
reason for providing the possibility of calculating the
analog values at different points is to see what happens to
the plant between sample points of the dife-ital system at T.
In most problems T and "i" will be normalized to unity and
"j" will represent the number cf sample points calculated by
the plant for each unit sample period T.
Now to account for the combined delays in the dis':rete
system due to analog tc digital, digital to analog, and
computation delays. This function is called CF or the
Correction Factor. The CF in most systems is a major
consideration in initial equation development and usually
resembles Kalman Filters or predictors. The approach taken
for this thesis was that the average designer would not know
or could not estimate these delays due to system variables.
This means the simulations would not work as expected and
needless to say neither would the realizations of the control
-d

algorithms in the real hardware. The attempt was to force the
designer to consider the delays in his design and possibly
provide a good predictor initially for his use. It was
assumed that since this type control system requires an error
signal that is zero when in control this would indicate that
the signal is zero mean. Since the instantaneous input is
random it was assumed the error signal was gaussian and
provide a standard exponential predictor to the error signal
-r
to correct for delays. The predictor chosen was CF = e
where e is the natural log and E is the combined delays. The
CF is not a complete guess and further work will be presented
at a later date. The results of the CF to this particular
example can be seen in the plots at the end of this paper.
Further research needs to be done to see if this correction
works for truncation, roundoff, or even noise in the input
signal. The point is that some type of correction needs to be
added and this one works very i*ell in this case. If the G? is
not wanted the designer only needs to eliminate it from any
of his equations .
C. AUTOMATIC PROGRAM (Refer to v^ppendix A and E)
The designer will initially enter the program by entering
"I2ASE menu" and a RETURN to the CF/M operative system
prompt. This assumes the disk containing the TEASE programs
is in drive "a and the disk containing the PL/1 programs is
in drive "l"
. The system can be modified to run on a single
aisk as was done in the original system but the disk must

contain at least one megabyte and should have directory space
for at least one hundred fifty files, Ey usin,^ the program
setup requirements ahove the database is entered by menu
selection "l" of Figure ISA to start a new program. This will
initialize the system and enter the menu selection of Fi^jure
16A . Next if menu selection "5" is entered the initial
conditions of Figure 2 can be changed to the ones shewn in
Figure 5A. This is done by the display menu CINIT of Figure
17A. Note that some parameters of Figure 5A are effected by
returning to the main menu and saving the program under the
name STRT, others are developed as part of the program
process such as ACTION which changes each time a rr.enu
selection is made, and others such as lATAl are developed by
the program itself counting the number of items that have
been requested to save. As can be seen from Figure 5A,
ALIMIT was entered as 10 which means there will be 1? analog
calculations for each digital calculation. Since the initial
design used the same sample time for both the digital and
analog then Tl must be adjusted to 0.I as discussed
previously since T is normalized to 1. After the initial
conditions ALIMIT, ELlr^IT, DELAY, T, and Tl are entered, the
program returns back to CMFNU of Figure 16A.
Next assume menu selection "2" is selected and the
functions are added. The structure will remain basically the
same with only slight changes shown in Figure 5?. The

















Variables Used in STRT Initialization
STRUCTU'RE FOP FILE: STRT .EBF
NUMBER OF RECORES: 00008
lATE OF LAST UPDATE: 11/11/82
PRIMARY USE EATABASS
FLD NAME TYPE WIETH
001 FUNCNAME C 008
002 FUNCTYPE C 002
003 NR :INPUTS c 001
004 INPUT: A c 008
005 A1P2E c 001
006 INPUT :B c 008
007 BlP2r c 001
MQ INPUT:C c 008
009 C1P2E c 001
010 INPUT:E c 008
011 D1P2E c 001
012 INPUT :E c 008
013 E1P2E c 001
014 FK N 006
015 FKE N 008
016 EQUATION c 050
017 SAVEEATA L 201








in Figure 6k - 61 belovi. Keep in mind that the display looks
quite different due to color, highlighting, or reverse video.
Also, only one record at a time will ^e on the screen.
The remainder of the menu programs will net he covered
since they are self explanatory. It should be noted that in
order to save the problem the designer is working on, he must
first return to the main menu and then save the parameters.
The program will ask for the name of the file the user wants
to save the program in. The example problem was saved in file
3TRT
. If there are questions about the menus look at
procedures I^ENU.crT and CMENU.CMI' in Appendix A. After all
functions are entered CORRECTLY, and the program is saved if
desired, then enter "0" for menu selection in Figure ICA.
This will cause the program to enter the automatic
programming phase. (Take a break because it will take about
fifteen minutes.) If the program fails to compile it will
probably be due to improper naming cf functions. Function
names cannot be arrays. If the results are not as expected,
even though the program compiles, then the equations are
probably in error or there is a strange conversion in FL/1.
If this happens then unfortunately references 2 throu.:,-h 4
must be studied.
Once compiling begins control passes to CONTROL. CMI. The
first function called is ECLMCN.CME which writes the monitor
declarations ICLMON.TXT for MONITOR. PLI and files AA.TTT,






NR: INPUTS : 0:










F£ : 1 .0000
FKI : .0000











INPUT:B : TWO :
B1P2E :1:
INPUT:C : THREE :
C1P2D :'1:




















































































I N PUT : A :UN :
AlP2r :1:





















INPUT: A :X2N1 :
A1P2E : 2:















FUNCNAME : DAI :
FUNCTYPE ,EA:
NR:INPUT5 :1:




INPUT:C : THREE :
C1P2E :1:










Eatatase For Example Problem
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the monitor. See Figure 7. Next PROCCMI is invoiced for each
of the four types of functions. This procedure writes the
declarations for each function called CCLFUN.XXX where XXX
stands for which function number it is (ie. A, B, C etc. and
the last two XX indicate the function type (ie. lA , 'IE, LI,
LA). PROC.CME also writes the function input files INPUT. XXX,
function equation files FUNG. XXX, and the output files
OUT. XXX that are used to indicate which element in the data
array each function represents. See Figures 8A through 8H.
The next function invoked is DATA. CMC. This procedure writes
the file EATAINFC.TXT that tells how many functions are
stored in the floating point file lATA.FLT and the location
of each element. See Figure 9. Next the program passes
control to FORM.CML. This procedure writes the program that
tells the computer what to do vith all the files that have
just heen written. Basically it produces a CP/M SUBMIT file
that tell the system to reform or correct all files that have
a backslash into files containing semicolons, then it tells
the system to compile each function and place it under it's
own unique function name. After compiling each function it
links them all together into one program called ANSV;EF. .COM.
See Figure 10. Finally after the database program writes the
SUBMIT program it passes control to the program it just wrote







































































































UN :proc(code) returns (ptr)\
del
nr_iaputs fixed(7) static init(0),
ONE ext entry(f ixed(7) ) returns (ptr )
,
TWO ext entry( f ixed(7) ) returns (ptr )
THREE ext ent ry( f ixed { 7 ) ) returns (ptr )
FOUR ext entryif ixed(7) ) returns (ptr )
FIVE ext entry(f ixed(7) ) returns (ptr )
cod(5) fixed(7) static init ( 1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 )
»
F float static init( 1.0000),




2 data( 8) dec(15,e)\
/* LCLINP.TXT - THIS IS PART OF ALL FUNCTIONS ANE WAS
FIXED FOR THE THESIS CASE OF NUMERIC
CONTROL SYSTE^•S. */
del




1 IB baseddb ptr),
2 IBP floatT
2 IBE float,




1 ID based(id_ptr )
2 lEP float,
2 lEE float,













data( 1) = ftc(F )\
put skip list('data( 1) = ',F )\
Figure SA










:proc(code) returns (ptr )\














ext entry(f ixed (7)
ext entry(f ixed(7)
ext entry(f ixed(7)
ext entry( f ixed(7)
ext entry(f ixed(7)
) fixed(7) static init
at static init( 0.0000),












data( 6) deeds, 6)\
/* LCLINP.TXT - THIS IS PART 0? ALL FUNCTIONS AN! WAS
FIXEL FOR THE THESIS CASE OF NUMERIC
CONTROL SYSTEMS . =V
del
1 lA based(ia Ptr),
2 lAP floatT
2 lAI float,
1 IB baseddb ptr),
2 IBP floatT
2 IBE float,
1 IC based( ic ptr )
,
2 ICP floatT
2 ICL float ,








input (1 ) = ONE \
input (2) = TWO \
input(3) = THREE \
input(4:) = FOUR \
input(5) = FIVE \
/* FUNC.BAA */
F=DA(l)-Tl+0
/* OUT. BAA -/
data( 2) = ftc(F
put skip list ( 'data
(
)\
2 - ' v )\
F i ^u r e 3 B

















:proc(code) returns (ptr )\
nputs fixed(7) static init(l),
ext entry(f ixed(7)




5) fixed(7) static init
oat static init( 0.0000),
oat static init( 0.0000)\
dat ext,










/* ECLINP.TXT - THIS IS PART OF ALL FUNCTIONS ANE WAS
FIXED FOR THE THESIS CASE OF NUMERIC
CONTROL SYSTEMS . */
del




















input(l) = XIN \
input(2) = TWO \
inT)Ut(3) = THREE \
input(4:) = FOUR \




data( 3) = f tc(F )\
put Skip iist( 'datea( 3) = .F )\
Figure 6C





















ext entry( f ixed{7 )
ext entry(f ixed(7)
ext entry( f ixed(7)
ext entry(f ixed(7
)
) fixed(7) static init
at static init( 0.0000),













- THIS IS PART OF ALL FUNCTIONS AND WAS
FIXEE FOR THE THESIS CASE OF NUMERIC
CONTROL SYSTEMS . '-'
/
del




1 IB based( ib ptr )
2 IBP floatT
2 lEL float,
1 IC baseddc ptr),
2 ICP floatT
2 ICE float,
























data( 4) = ftc(AE(l))\








Function Eeclarations and Equations

/* ICLFUN.BAE */
M2 :proc(code) returns (ptr )\
del
nr_input5 fixed(7) static init(l),
X2N1 ext entry(f ixed(7) ) returns (ptr )
,
TWO ext entry(f ixed (7) ) returns (ptr )
THREE ext entry( f ixed(7 ) ) returns(ptr),
FOUR ext entry(f ixed(7) ) returns (ptr )
FIVE ext entry(f ixed(7) ) returns (ptr )
cod(5) fixed(7) static init (2 ,1 , 1 ,1 , 1 )
,
F float static init( 0.0000),
float static init( 0.0000)\
del
1 ddt ext,
2 data( 8) dec(l5,6)\
/* LCLINP.TXT - THIS IS PART OF ML FUNCTIONS ANt WAS
FIXED FOR THE THESIS CASE OF NUMERIC
CONTROL SYSTEMS. -/
del





1 13 based(ib Dtr )
2 lEP floatT
2 121 float,




1 IE based (id_ptr )
2 IIP float,
2 ILE float,
1 IE based ( ie ptr )
2 lEP floatT
2 isr float;









/- OUT. BAD */
data( 5) = ftc(AD(2))\
put skip list('data( 5) = ',Ar(2))\
Figure SE
























nputs fixed(7) static init(e).
ext entry(f ixed(7)
ext entryCf ixed(7)
E ext entry(f ixed(7)
ext entry( f ixed(7
)
ext entryif ixed{7)
5) fixed(7) static init
oat static init( 0.fc000),













- THIS IS PART OF ALL FUNCTIONS ANL a/AS
FIXE! FOR THE THESIS CASE OF NUMERIC




2 lAP float ,
2 lAL float,
1 IB baseddb ptr),
2 IBP floatT
2 IBI float,
1 IC ba5ed( ie_ptr )
,
2 TCP float ,
2 I CL float,







/* INPUT. ALL */
input (1 ) = ONE \
input(2) = TWO \
input (3) = THREE \
input(4) = FOUR \
input(5) = FIVE \
/* FUNC.ALL */
F=(AD(1)-AE(2))-CF
/'^ OUT. ALL */
data( 6) = ftc(F )\
put skip list('data( 6) = )\
Figure SF




:proc(code) returns (ptr )\
















ext entry( f ixed(7)
ext entry(f ixed(7)
ext entry(f ixed(7)
) fixed(7) static init
at static init ( 0.0000 ),













- THIS IS PART 0? ALL EUNCTIO'^S AND WAS

































put (1) = EK \
put (2) = TWO \
put (3) = THREE \
put(4) = FOUR \




ta( 7) = fte(F )\
t ski? list ( 'data ( 7) )\
Figure SG




lAl :proc(code) returns (ptr)\
del
nr_input5 fixed(7) static init(l),
E2K ext entry( f ixed(7) ) returns (ptr )
,
Ta'O ext entry (fixed (7 ) ) returns (ptr )
THfiEE ext entry(f ixed(7) ) returns (ptr ) ,
fCUR ext entry(f ixed(7) ) returns (ptr )
FIVE ext entry(f ixed(7 ) ) returns (ptr)
cod(5) fixed(7) static init ( 1 , 1 , 1 ,1 , 1 )
,
F float static init( 0.0000),
float static init( 0.£000)\
del
1 dat ext,
2 data( 3) dec(l5,6)\
/'-:' LCLINP.TXT - THIS IS FART OF ALL FUNCTIONS ANL WAS
FIXEL FOR THE THESIS CASE OF ,njUMSHIC
CONTROL SYSTE^IS. -/
del






















input (1) = E2K \
input(2) = TWO \
input(3) = THREE \
input (4) = FOUR \
input(5) = FI'^E \
/- FUNC .ALA -/
LA(1)=IAP
/-' OUT. ABA -/
aata( S) = ftc(rA(l))\
put skip list('data( 8) = ' , LA (1 ) )
\
Figure SH








timel fixed static initl 100),
nr_data fixed static init( 3)
nr_aa fixed static init( 3),
nr_ad fixed static init(
nr_dd fixed static init{
nr_da fixed static init(

















REFORM LA. TXT EA.TTT
PLI MONITOR
REFORM INPUT. AAA INPUT. TTT
REFORM ECLFUNJ.AAA ECLFUN.TTT
PIP FUNG. TXT = FUNC. AAA
REFORM OUT. AAA OUT.TTT
PLI AA
PIP UN.REL=AA.HEL
REFORM INPUT. EAA INPUT. TTT
REFORM ECLFUN.BAA DCLFU^.TTT
PIP FUNG. TXT=FUNC .EAA
REFORM OUT. BAA OUT.TTT
PLI AA
PI? X1N.REL=AA.REL
REFORM INPUT. CAA INPUT. TTT
REFORM DCLFUN.GAA DCLFUN.TTT










REFORM INPUT. EAE IN^UT.TTT
REFORM ECLFUN.SAE ECLFUN.TTT
PIP FUNC.TXT=?UNG.BAE







REFORM INPUT. Arr INPUT. TTT
RSfORM DCLFUN.ADD DCLFUN .TTT
PIP FUNG. TXT=FUNC. ALL
REFORM GUT. Arr OUT. TTT
PLI DD
PIP EK.REL=rr .REL
REFORM INPUT. Err INPUT. TTT
REFORM rCLFUN.irr rCLFUN.TTT
PIP FUNG. TXT=FUNC. Err
REFORM OUT.BBD CUT. TTT
PLI rr
PIP E2K.fiEL=rr.EEL
REFORM INPUT. ArA INPUT. TTT
REFORM rCLFUN.ALA rCLFUN.TTT
PIP FUNG. TXT=FUNC. ArA










r. TEST RESULTS ANT PROGRAM EXECUTION
As mentioned previously, once the xzwgzau ANSji/ER .COf^ is
developed, all that is necessary is to enter ANSWER to the
CP/!^ operatin,? system promT)t. Figure 4B and 9 should be
referenced during this discussion. Figure 11 is a partial
printing of what will be on the display when the orogram is
executing. The printout is for the sample problem but with
the EELAY set to zero and the ILIMIT shortened. The first
thing to note is that the functions are not executed in ^ rder
and some are executed several times during each clock. Time
actually runs from LCLOGS = to ACLCCil = 1. Ey associ-ning
tbe data element number with the order of the function names
in Figure 9 the user can determine which fun:tion is oeing
calculated or called. As an example the first element
returning an answer in Figure llA is eleirient 4 which equates
to All in Figure 9. The next elements are 5, 6, and 7 that
equate to AE2, EX, and E2K respectively. An important note is
that since there is no delay, function 3 (lAl) or the di^^-ital
to analog function is calculate'i or called at time 0. This
will not be the case when discussed later on. The only
function that has a value is element 1 or JN. There is no
further changes in the data until ECLCCS = 1 v,hich is the
same time as ACL3CK = ^ for the second time. At this point
the analog to digital conversion has taken pla:e for tne
first time, the computer does internal calculation, digital
to analog is complete since tnere is no delay, and the analog
76

plant starts to integrate the sis'nal. This is really the
start of the sample since the computer is operating on the
initial conditions for the first ten counts of the analog-
clock. By the first sample period after the initial values
(rCLCCK = 2) the controller output changes tc -1 and the
plant output is at the half way value of the input. Py the
second sample period after the initial conaitior.s 'rCLOCK =
3) the plant output is equal to the forcing; fun'-tion i-rnut
and the controller output is 0. It should he noted tha'. in
all programs the zero point of the sam^jle period always
starts at ECLOCK = so that the initial conditions ca:i be
graphed. The above example is a theoretical non reali-able
simulation of a control system with no calculatioa delays.
The results obtained are identical to classical text'T'^cic
examples
.
Figure 12 is the identical probl-:m dis^^^^ssed vith the
delay equal to zero but it shows what the display file looivs
like after tne utility program PRINT. FLI is run. The results
in Figure 12 are obviously more readable sinc^ the f'ln.-tion
name and final value are not preseriel until after all
calculations are complete.
Figure 13 is a partial printin-?? cf the results vr.en using
the full example presented above with a forty percent delay.
This means there is four ACLOCK counts after the ICLCCK
before the digital tc analogs: values are available. -he
important points to note are that the difjital tc analog
77

values (DAI or function 8) do no change until the analog
clock ( ACLOCK ) is equal to 4 during each digital clock, the
overshoot is only about 2.5 percent, and. it takes five times
as long to reach stability or the input signal. These results
are much more representative of a real world problem ana the



























1 ACLCCK 1 TI.^iE
1) = 1.000000E+00
2) = 0. 000000 E ^00

































































































































9 ACLOCK 19 TIME
data ( 1) = 1.0e0000E+00
data : 2) = 1 .000000E+00
data ( 2) = 1.000G00E+00
data ; 3) = .500000E+00
2 ECLOCK
data 1) = 1. 000 000 E +00
data! 4) = 1.000000E+00
data( 3) = 0.500000E+00
data
. 5) = .500000S+00
data < 6) = 0.500000E+00
data(: 6) = ki .500000E + 00
data : 7) = -1 .000000£+e0
ACLOCK 20 n.vE
data( 7) = -1 .000000E + 00
da ta : 8) = -1 .000000 2 +v:0
data ( 1) = 1.000000E+00
data*
. 2) = .900000E+00
data ; 2) = 0. 3000001^00
data (
. 3) = 0.5&5000E+00
c AC LOCK 29 TIrE
data< l) = 1.000000E+00
data
. 2) = 1.490116E-/^5
data( 2) = 1 .490116E-08




1) = 1 .000000E+00
data( 4) = 1.000000E+00
data [ 3) = 1.000000E+e0
data : 5) = 1 .000000E+00
data
. 6) = .000000E + 00
data
. 6) = .000000E+-00
data . 7) = 0.000000E+00
AC LOCK 30 TI^E





. 1) = 1.000000E+00
data (
. 2) = 1.490116E-0S
data( 2) = 1.490116E-0e
data ; 3) = 1.000000E+00
1 AC LOCK 31 TIME
data! 1) = 1 .000000E + 00
data [ 2) = 1 .490116E-'^a
data< 2) = 1 .490116E-0e



































































































































ADi = ^ ,mmm
























































































































EAl = -e. 096455
Figure 13B





























































































































































A major point of this t'nesis was to demonstrate the
feasibility of writirife a computer :)ro^ram that can oe used on
a microcomputer by a novice programmer to ievelop cortrol
system models, simulation, and r'eal izaticn . T'^'-is type cf
system was not possible in the past due to system memory
limitations and, unacceptable software programs. T'r.e approach
taken in this project was to use commercially availacle hie^
level programming languages to reiuce the coding time. As vas
discussed in this thesis, the lan^^ua^es are riOt sufficirn: in
themselves and more than one lan^rua'-^e was needed to ccmr-lete
the project. It is apparent that a lanf-:uaf'e that has t'l^e
features of a good relational database couple'l with e"tre:"el,y
good mathematical functions and the ability to communi:ate
with the computer hardware is a r.ecessity fo.^ this tyne of
system to be a useful tool.
The importance of recognizing trat control systems c-.n "-^e
modeled and manipulated in a database cannot oe ov-riooKel.
ly carrying this approac:: to the liT.it it is possible to
develop a large database of control functions that could be
recalled and ^ised like a liorary. Once t^.e database is formed
it could be manipulated oy artificial intellir,ence . T':;e
computer itself could te told to ievelop a coctrcl system to
miatch a desired set of waveforms usin-.-. the information stereo

or at least find a best fit solution. Missin? pararneters
could be searched for, or aest fit solutions cculd p'SSibly
be provided as easily as usin?^ tbe the present database
systems to find phone numbers and names.
It is significant that source code was used for the
intermediate lan^rua^e. A special purpose pro.^ram ?oula have
been written that provided direct funi;tion calls to specific
Hardware; however, by using high level lan.-^uage source -ode
the proferam will run on many different rr.achines just b:* "^sine
their ' resident compilers. This was de^onstraied by
transporting the pro^^ams to four differe-it machines .vith
different operating environments. ly using source :ode tie
problem was kept at a high level of abstraction. The DT'ograms
the computer needed' to write were similar to. Zn::lish which
helped lessen the confusion while developing more :han or.r
hundred files and programs.
A fact that becane very apparent early in the r'rogram
aevelopment was the need for a correction factor to ta'-'e into
account the delays in the system due to calculations and
conversions. This problem is aadressed in many models bu^ it
is seldom considered in most ccTputer solutions sin':'e the
computation ti;ne is "jsually insignificant. It -^as -determine-'
that solving for all possible delays was next to irrposslble
especially when implemented since the hardware itself would
be variable. A correction factor is provided that vnrks very
well with the example problem. Furtner inves ti r^at ion needs to

be done using other functions to test the results; however,
it is felt that the factor will work with any control system
designed to have a zero steady state error signal. The hasic
approach is to have the designer develop the model assuming
there are no delays and then estimate the delays to "be
applied to the correction factor. If the factor does not work
then try to develop one from other experience. If this fails
then use benchside engineering, make estimates and wat-^h what
the results do.
Appendix C contains several graphs of data co^'erin^, the
example problem. A variety of delays were introduced an: the
results with and without the correction fa.;tor are provi'ied.
The problem was initially designed assuming no delay and men
corrected for with the correction factor. It should be tioted
that in all cases, even with delays up to £9 pe:- -ent,
acceptable results were produced within five times the
initial sample period design. This is significant since the
uncorrected functions had severe problems even with the •'nail
delays. When using the correction factor the longer delays
corrected better and it is felt that this is due to
outputting a control signal closer to the time the input -vas
going to sample the result of the control. If a signal is
output and sampled immediately, the probability that ti^e
response to that signal is the one observed is higher than if
a long delay were encountered possibly resulting in severe
data error. Sven though the system was designed for a step
8i

input there is evidence that the correction factor works very
well for a ramp input. This is also shown in Appendix C.
As a final note the power of a graphical dynamic display
for the designer is invaluable. Reading through many pages of
data makes it very difficult to see where the significant
changes are being made. A real time plot will cut design time










































































































RESTORE FROM INIT * See Figure 2
USE INir * See Figure 3




CASE ACTION = '0'
ACCEPT 'DO YCa REALLY WANT TO OUIT? Y/N ' TO CN
IF CN = 'y'
CUIT
END IF






CASE ACTION = '2'






CASE ACTION = '3'
ACCEPT 'ENTER NAME OF FILE TO SAVE PARAMATER3 IN 'TO i-ARAM
SAVE TO 'iPARAM
COPY TO SPARAM
CASE ACTION = '4'
EISP ALL FUNCNAME
ACCEPT 'PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ' TO CN
CASS ACTION = '5'






































1 TO START A NEW PROBLEM
2 TO RECALL AN OLL PROBLEM
3 TO SAVE PRESENT PARAMATERS
4 TO DISPLAY PRESENT FUNCTIONS
5 TO CHANGE INITIAL CONDITIONS ONLY
( This will allow the program


















to compile much faster
ENTER ACTION"
QUIT
START A NEW PROBLEM"
















CASE ACTION = '0'
PACK
INEEX ON FUNCTYPE TO PARINEEX
USE PARAMS INEEX PARINEEX
EO CONTROL
CASE ACTION = 'l'
ERASE
EISP ALL FUNCNAME
i^GCEFT 'ENTER RECORE NUMBER TO EIIT ' TO CN
EEIT 5.CN
CASS ACTION = '2'
4PPENE FROM IMT - See fir^ure 3
EEIT #




ACCEPT 'ENTER RECORE NUMBER TO ESLETE ' TO CN
EELETE RECORE S.CN
CASE ACTION = '4'
ERASE
EISP ALL FUNCNAME
ACCEPT 'ENTER RECORD NUMBER TO RECALL ' TO CM
RECALL RECORE S.CN
CASE ACTION = 'S'
SET FORMAT TO CI NIT - See figure I'^A and 17B
REAE
SET FORMAT TO CMENU - See figure 16A and 16B
ACCEPT 'PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ' TO CN
CASE ACTION = '6'







***** file CMENU ***
ENTER TO COMPILE A PROGRAM
ENTER 1 TO ELIT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
ENTER 2 TO ATI A TRANSFER FUNCTION
ENTER 3 TO DELETE A TRANSFER FUNCTION
ENTER 4 TO RECALL A EELETEr TRANSFER FUNCTION
ENTER 5 TO CHANGE INITIAL C0NEITICN3





(3 3,15 SAY "enter TO COMPILE A PROGRAM"
C« 4,15 SAY "enter 1 TO EEIT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS"
5,15 SAY "enter 2 TO ADD A TRANSFER FUNCTION*"
6,15 SAY "enter 3 TO DELETE A TRANSFER FUNCTION"
C" 7,15 SAY "enter 4 TO RECALL A LELETEE TRANSFER FUNCTION
G 6,15 SAY "enter 5 TO CHANGE INITIAL CONDITIONS"
G 9,15 Say "enter 6 TO RETURN TO THE MAIN PROGRAM"
G 12,22 SAY "enter ACTION"





**«* File CINIT ***
ALIMIT #ALIMIT
DLIMIT #DLIMIT (This is the number
will do calculatioa
sample periods . )
(This is the number
calculation will be
period. Effects how
is modeled . )
(This is the number
before the digital
(This is the sample
You must provide it
in your equa tions . )
(This is the sample ra
It is usually the sam
however, for simulati
be T divided by ALIMI
more accurate plot of
what happens between
You must provide Tl i
tions







of times the computer
s . ie . The number of
of times each analog
done during each sample
accurate the analog plant
of analog calculations done
to analog is availible.)
rate of the digital system,
if you are going to use it
te of the analog system,
e as T above during design?
on it usually works out to
T since you usually want a
the analos Dlant to see
the digital sanple periods,
f you use it in your equa-









G 2,,10 GET TLIMIT
2,,24 SAY '^(This i
G 3, 25 SAY "will do




G 5 ,10 GET ALIMIT
G 5, 24 SAY ."(This i
G 6 ,25 SAY "calcula
G 7 ,25 SAY ".period .
G 8 ,25 SAY "is mode
G 9,, 3 SAY "eelay"
G 9,,10 GET DELAY
G 9
^
24 SAY "(This i
G 10 SAY "oef ore
G 11, 4 SAY "t"
G 11,,10 GET T
G 11, 24 SAY "(This i
G 12, 25 SAY "You mus
G 13, 25 SAY "in your
G 14,, 4 SAY "Tl"
G 14 ,10 GET Tl
G 14 ,24 SAY :(Tfcis i
G 15 ,25 SAY
..
^^ is u
G 16, 25 SAY "however
G 17, 25 SAY "be T di
G 18, 25 SAY '.'more a c
G 19 ,25 SAY "what ha
G 20, 25 SAY '.'You mus
G 21, 25 SAY "tions . )
s the number of times the computer
calculations, ie. The number of"
periods . )"
s the number of times each analog
tion will be done during each sample"
Effects how accurate the analog plant
led.)
"
s the number of analog calculations doni
the digital to analog is availible.V
s the sample rate of the digital system





s the sample rate of the analog system.
sually the same as T above during desig
, for simulation it usually works out t
vided by ALIf^IT since you usually want^
curate plot of the analog plant to see"
ppens between the digital sample period
t provide Tl if you use it in your equa















LOCATE FOR FUNCTYPE =
DO PROC
STORE TO INE
LOCATE FOR FUNCTYPE =
LO PROC
STORE TO IND
LOCATE FOR FUNCTYPE =
rO PROC
STORE TO IME














SET ALTERNATE TO B:ECLMON * 2: not needed if single disk
SET ALTERNATE ON
LOCATE
£0 WHILE .NOT. EOF




COUNT FOR SAVEDATA TO DATAl
? ' T float static ext ini t ( '+str(T,8,4) + ') , '
? ' Tl float static ext init ( ' + 5 tr (Tl ,8 , 4 )+ ' )
,
'
? ' DLIMIT fixed static init('+ str (PLIMIT ,4) +' ) ,
'
? ' ALIMIT float static init('+ str( ALIMIT .4 )+ ' ) ,
? ' delay float static init('+ s
t
r(LELAY , 4)+ ') ,
'
? ' 1 dat ext,
'
? ' 2 data! '+str(DATAl ,3) + ') dec(15,6)'
SET ALTERNATE OFF
STORE 'AA' to T:NAME
DO MONDCL
STORE 'AL' TO TrMAME
EO MONDCL
STORE 'rr' TO T:NAME
LO MONDCL




SET ALTERNATE TO B:S.T:NAME - B: not needed if single disk
SET ALTERNATE ON




LO WHILE .NOT. EOF










rO WHILE .NOT. EOF
STORE IND+1 TO INI
STORE 'rCLFUN. '+$ ( FUN , I ME , 1 ) +FUNCT
SET ALTERNATS TO B:S,T:NAME * B: n
SET ALTERNATE ON
? FUNCNAME+':proc(code) returns(pt
'nr_iaputs fixed(7) static init(
INPUT:A+' ext entry (fixed (7 ) j re
INPUT:B+' ext entry (fixed (7 ) ) re
INPUT:C+' ext entry (fixed (7 ) ) re
INPUT:E-»-' ext entry (fixed (7 ) ) re
INPUT:E+' ext entry (f ixed (7 ) ) re
'cod(5) fixed(7) static init(' + A.
',' +ClP2L+', ' + E1P2I+'/-^
STORE STR(FK,8,4) TO TEMPOUT
? 'F float static ini t ( '+TEMPOUT + ' ) ,
'
STORE 3TR(FKr,8,4) TO TEMPOUT
? '0 float static ini t ( '+TEMPOUT+' )\
'
? 'del'
? ' 1 dat ext , '
? ' 2 data( '+STR(datal ,3) + ') dec(15,6)\'
SET ALTERNATE OFF
STORE 'INPUT.' + MFUN,INL,1)+?UNCTY
YPE TO TrNAME
ot needed if single disk
r)\'





turns (ptr ) , '
turns( ptr) ,
turns (ptr ) ,


























STORE 'FUNG. ' + ^ (FUN , INI ,1 ) + FUNCTYP




STORE 'OUT . ' + ^ ( FUN
,
INE , 1 ) +FUNCTYPE
SET ALTERNATS TO B:5.T:iSAr^S - h: no
SET ALTERNATE ON
IF SAVEIATA
STORE ELEMSNTS+1 TO ELEMENTS
? 'data('+STR(SLEMENTS,3)+') = f









PE TO T :NAME
B: not needed if single disk
E TO TrNAME
t needed if single disk
TO TrNAME
t needed if single disk





SET ALTERNATE TO ErrATAINFO * E: not needed if single disk
SET ALTERNATE ON
7 'timei fixed static ini t( ' + STR(ELIMIT*ALIMIT ,4) + ' ) ,
'
? 'nr_ddta fixed static ini t
(
'+STR( EATAl ,3 ) + ' )
,
'
COUNT FOR SAVEDATA .ANE. (FUNCTYFE = 'AA ' ) TO INE
7 'nr aa fixed static ini t ( '+STR
(
INE,2 ) + ')
,
'
COUNT"FOR SAVEEATA .ANE. (FUNCTYPE = 'AE') TO INE
7 'nr_ad fixed static ini t ( '+STR( INE,2) + ') ,
COUNT FOR SAVEEATA .ANE. (FUNCTYFE = 'EE') TO INE
7 'nr_dd fixed static ini t ( ' + STR( INE ,2 ) + ') ,
COUNT FOR SAVEEATA .ANE. (FUNCTYFE = 'EA') TO INE
7 'nr_da fixed static ini t ( '+STR( ItME,2 ) + ') , '
7 'name( ' + STR(DATAl,3)-t-') char(8) static initC
STORE 'AA' TO T:NAME
EO EATAl





STORE 'AE' TO T:NAME
EO EATAl




STORE 'EE' TO T:NAME
EO EATAl












LOCATE FOR SAVEEATA .ANE.












* FORM • CME
SET ALTERNATE TO FORM. SUB
SET ALTERNATE ON
? 'B:' * B: not needed if single disk
? 'XSUB'
? 'REFORM AA.TXT AA.TTT'
? 'REFORM AL.TXT AE.TTT'
? 'REFORM ED. TXT ED.TTT'
? 'REFORM LA. TXT EA.TTT'
? 'PLI MONITOR'
STORE 'AA' to T:NAME
EO ECLFUN
STORE 'AE' to T:NAME
DO ECLFUN
STORE 'EE' TO T:NAME
EO ECLFUN














LOCATE FOR FUNCTYPE = T:NAME
STORE TO INE
EO WHILE .NOT. EOF
STORE IND-^1 TO IND






? 'REFORM INPUT. '+EXT:NAME+' INPUT. TTT'
7 'REFORM ECLFUN, ' + EXT :NAME+' ECLFUN. TTT'
7 'PIP FUNC.TXT=FUNC. 't-EXT: NAME
7 'REFORM OUT.'+EXT :NAME+' OUT. TTT'
7 'PLI '+FUNCTYPE





SET FORMAT TO CINIT * See figure 17A and 17B
READ
SET TALK OFF
SET ALTERNATE TO B:ECLMON *B : not needed if usin^ a single disk
SET ALTERNATE ON
LOCATE
£0 WHILE .NOT. EOF
? ' '+FUNCNAME+' ext en try ( f ixed (7 ) ) return5( ptr ) , '
CONTINUE
ENLIO
COUNT FOR SAVELATA TO EATAl
? ' T float static ext ini t ( ' + str (T ,a,4) + ' ) . '
? ' Tl float static ext init ( '+st r (Tl ,8,4) + ' )
,
'
? ' ELIMIT fixed static init('+ s tr( LLIMIT ,4)+ ' ) ,
'
? ' ALIMIT float static init('+ str
(
ALIMIT ,4) + ' ) /
? ' delay float static init('+ str(EELAY,4)+ ') ,
'
? ' 1 dat ext,'
? ' 2 data( ' + str(rATAl ,3)+') dec(l5.6;'
SET ALTERNATE OFF
SET ALTERNATE TO SFORM.SUB
SET ALTERNATE ON
? 'XSUB'


















AA PLI : AI PLI : EA PLI : ECLINP TXT
DD PLI : LINK COM : MONITOR PLI : PLI COM
PLI0 OVL : PLIl OVL : PLI2 OVL : PL I LIB InL
PIP GOM : REFORM PLI : REFORM REL : REFORM COM
REFORM 5YM : LGLMON TXT : AA TXT . AE TXT
LI TXT : EA TXT : EGLFUN AAA : INPUT AAA
FUNG AAA : OUT AAA • EGLFUN EAA INPUT BAA
FUNG BAA : OUT BAA : EGLFUN GAA : INPUT GAA
FUNG GAA : OUT GAA . EGLFUN AA£ : INPUT A AD
FUNG AAI : OUT AAL : EGLFUN BAE . INPUT EAL
FUNG BAD : OUT BAD EGLFUN ADD ; INPUT ADD
FUNG AEE : OUT ALL : EC L FUN BEE INPUT BEE
FUNG BDD : OUT BDD ' DGLFUN ADA . INPUT ADA
FUNG ALA ' OUT AEA : EATAINFO TXT : A A TTT
AT TTT : LE TTT : EA TTT • MONITOR rEL
INPUT TTT : DGLFUN TTT : CUT TTT ; AA .^EL
XIN REL .: UN REL : X2N1 REL AE .REL
AE2 REL : ADl REL : LD Rji,L ; E2K REL
EK REL : EA REL . FUNG TXT : EAl REL
PRINT REL : PRINT GOM : PRINT SYM : DATA FLT
ANSWER GOM ' ANSWER SYM . PRINT PLI
Fife-ure 13
Programs Required for FL/l-SO Operation
l.H

















c entry (float binary) returns (char (17 ) var);
!^E fixed ext static init(2),
LOCK fixed ext static init(0),
LOCK fixed ext static init(0),
(8) float ext static init(0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0,2,0
U













open f ile(dataf ile ) record sequential output t itle( 'data .f 1 1 ' )
env(b(512) )
;
CF = ftc(exp(char(-delay/ALIMIT) ));







do while (ACLOCK <= ALIMIT -
PUT SKIP LIST(ACL0CK, 'ACLOCK', TIME, 'TIME'); /- ELIT -=/
if ACLOCK = delay then do;
^include 'da. ttt '
;
end; /* if -/
%include 'aa.ttt';
write f ile(dataf ile)
TIME = TIME + i;
ACLOCK = ACLOCK + i;
end; /- do */











^include 'dclfun. tt t ';
del






input(5) variable entry (fixed (7) ) returns(ptr),
EA fixed static init(0),













ode = 1 then do;
f EA < TI^^E then do;














































nd; /- if EA -/
/* if code then */
f EAl < TIME then do
= f;
EAl = time;













^include 'dclf un. ttt ';
del
ftc entry (float binary) returns (char ( 17) var);
del
EA fixed static init(0),
T float eit,
Tl float ext,











if EA > then do;







goto m( nr_input5 )
;
end; /'^ then */
goto If;
ie_ptr = input (5) (cod(5))
id_ptr = input (-i) (cod(4))
ic_ptr = input (3) (cod(3))
ib_ptr = input (2) (God(2))








^include 'func.txt /- Ar(X) = I
A
ETC











^include 'dclf un . tt t ';
del






input(5) variable entry ( fixed (7 ) ) returns (ptr )
,
EE fixed static init(0),








( ia_ptr , ib_ptr ,ic ptr
,
id_ptr ,ie_ptr ) ptr;
^include 'del inp . txt^;
^include 'input. ttt';
if code = 1 then do;








goto m( nr_inputs );





































ie_ptr = input (5) (cod{5))
id_ptr = input (4) (cod(4))
ic_ptr = input (3) (cod(3))
ib_ptr = input (2) (cod (2))





^ if EE */














^include 'dclf un. ttt ';
del



























.goto m ( nr_inputs ) ;
ao ;
































%include 'func.txt'; /- LA(X) = IB - ECT -/
end; /* then */
resul t = addr( ? )
;






REFORM: proc options (main)
;
del
( input , output ) file,
buff chard) varying;
open file(input) stream env(b(1024)) title( '$1 .$1 ' )
;
open file(output) stream output env(lD(1024)) title ('$2 .$2 ') ;
do while ( 'I'b);
read file (input) into (buff);
buff = tran5late(buff , '; ', '\')
;
write file (output) from (buff);
end;
end reform;
PRINT: proc options (main) ;
del
da ta dec (15,6) ,
( j ,k,m) fixed bin (7) ,
( time ,dat
,
temp_str ) char(128) var,
( info , input , output ) file,
%include 'datainfo.txt';
open file(input) record sequential tit le( 'EATA, .FLT '
)
env(b(512) );
open file(output) stream output ti tle( '$1 .$ 1 '
)
env(b(512) );
do j£ = to ^timel
;
time = ' ';
temp_str = 'TI^'E='l IcharCrc);
do m = 1 to length( temp_s tr )
;
if substr ( temp_str ,m, 1) ~= ' ' then
time = time
i 1
subs tr( temp_5tr ,m , 1 )
;
end;
time = '"j"rn ' 1 j time;
write file(output) from(time);
do j= 1 to nr_data;
read filednput) into(data);









GRAPHS OF EXAyiPLi PROBLE^ HiSULTS
Figure ISA
Response to Unit Step Input With No Correction
i'i^ure l&B




Terminated ftamp Input With No Corrections
Figure 19D
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